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“One more time, please. Can you make me go higher?”

How collaborative parenting benefits kids
By Ross W. Greene, PhD

A

lot of parents feel confused about how to raise their
kids. They seem to be stuck in the muddy territory
between permissiveness and authoritarianism. They
want their children to be independent, but not if they
are going to make bad choices. They want to avoid being
harsh and rigid, but not if the result is a disrespectful child.
Parents don’t want to be pushy and overbearing, but
not if an unmotivated, apathetic kid is what they have to
show for it. They want a good relationship with their child,
but not if that means being a pushover. They don’t want to
scream, but they do want to be heard. It’s all about balance,
but that balance often seems difficult to achieve.
Creating a partnership in which collaboration, rather
than power, is the key ingredient can help you and your
child work together as allies. A collaborative partnership
with a child may sound like unfamiliar territory for many

parents. But think of it this way. You’ve had this kind
of partnership with your child for a long time.
When your baby cried, you tried to figure out what
was wrong. Then you tried to do something about it.
When it became apparent from your infant’s feedback
that your intervention was not working, you made the
necessary adjustments.
Ideally, you continue doing that pretty much every day. It’s simply keeping front and center some of
the most important aspects of being a parent: understanding your child’s concerns, perspective and point
of view; entering your concerns and point of view into
consideration, and working together toward realistic,
mutually satisfactory solutions.
A question many parents ask is: “Will I continue to
be an authority figure in a collaborative partnership?”
Yes. Perhaps not an “old school” authority figure, but
Continued on page 2...

Benefits kids...
Continued from page 1…

an authority figure nonetheless.
It turns out that what parents are
mostly looking for is influence,
not control. And, by mere virtue
of your position as a parent, you
already have influence.
As a parent, it’s important to
get comfortable with who your
child is and to help her or him
live a life in harmony with that.
Notice that it is not your task to
mold a lump of clay (your child)
into the form you envisioned.
A child is not a lump of clay,
and you really don’t have that
kind of power in any case. Parental
influence comes when kids benefit
from your wisdom, experience and
values as they effectively handle
the academic, social and behavioral expectations of the real world.
Methods of discipline that rely
on power and control are unlikely
to help you maintain a desirable
balance in the long run. But learning to solve problems collaboratively will take you further toward
your goals.

well she or
he does it.
Your child
reflects a
symphony
of factors,
many of
which are
not necessarily your
doing and
are not entirely, or
even sort
of, within
your
control.
Someone is very proud of her picture.
Maintainthose who do well. Any perceived ing your perspective is crucial to
incentives for doing poorly are keeping your anxiety in check.
greatly outweighed by incentives
Here are some suggestions that
for doing well.
may be helpful:

Nuturing human qualities

Focus on your own child. Good Kids need the freedom to try on

power to solve problems? Are we
missing opportunities to help our
kids learn how to work toward
resolutions that take into account
not only their own concerns but
the concerns of others?

parenting means being responsive
to the hand you have been dealt.
Yes, it’s nice if someone else’s child
meets a certain expectation—but
that has very little to do with your
child and any expectations he or
she is having difficulty meeting.
It’s tempting to look around at
Some key themes
what other parents are doing, but
A crucial task of children’s devel- you’ll be better off focusing on
opment is to figure out who your your own child.
kids are: their skills, preferences,
beliefs, values, personality traits, Parental angst
goals and direction—then to get One big thing standing in the
comfortable with that and live a way of creating a partnership with
life that’s congruent with it.
your child is your own anxiety. If
Here are some important facts it gets the better of you, it can be
to keep in mind.
blinding. It can cause you to hang
Kids do well if they can. If your on too tight or push too hard. Try

child could do well, she or he
would. If a kid is not doing well,
is not meeting a given expectation,
it’s your job as a parent to find out
why. If you can’t figure that out on
your own, you need to find someone who can help you do it.

asking yourself: “What makes me
so anxious?” For example, is it:
Feeling

your child isn’t turn-

and is not making
the most of his or her opportunities or is having trouble meeting
your expectations?
ing out okay

Don’t assume it’s a motivation Feeling embarrassed that your
issue. It’s rarely correct to assume child’s difficulties reflect poorly

that your child is not meeting an on you or your parenting?
expectation because he or she lacks
motivation. Very often, skills are Despite your efforts, feeling
the engine driving the train and things are not getting better?
motivation is the caboose.
Remember that your parenting
Kids want to succeed. Society is is not the only determining factor
set up to be a rewarding place for in what your child does and how
2

Now is the time to ask whether we
are raising our kids in ways that
foster the better side of their humanity. Are we promoting empathy, honesty, collaboration, resilience and independence?
Are we encouraging an apprecia-

tion in our kids of how their actions affect others? Do we nurture
the skills of perspective-taking and
of resolving disagreements in ways
that do not cause conflict or are
hurtful to others?
Is our approach working? Are

we helping our children solve the
problems that affect their lives?
Are we fostering the qualities of
compassion and cooperation?
Are we still modeling the use of

their emerging identities for size
without feeling like a total disaster
if they need to refine things a little.
You are being a good parent when
you allow that to happen. If you
overreact or hold on too tight, kids The best our kids can be
will not have room to grow.
Naturally, as parents we want our
Kids need the space to make mis- kids to possess these important
takes and learn from them. If you traits and to be the best version of
try too hard to control the outcome themselves they can be—as well
or become too judgmental when as the best friend, spouse, parent,
children trip over their own feet, neighbor and citizen they can be.
they’ll be overly concerned about
This is key, especially in light
making mistakes in the future.
of the fact that, as David Brooks
writes in The Road to Character,
Kids need opportunities to right
today’s college students score 40
the ship on their own when they
percent lower than their predeceshit troubled waters. And they need
sors in their ability to understand
you to watch closely to see how
what other people are feeling. The
they’re doing. If you don’t watch
increased pressure to thrive in a
closely enough, they may grow
competitive environment means
tired of floundering and give up.
that we’re all spending more time,
But if you throw out the life vest energy and attention on the climb
at the first sign of floundering, they to success.
may never learn to swim.
If this is true, we need a model
Of course, children also need to for parenting that can bridge the
know that you are there to help if gap between self-absorption and
they can’t do it on their own.
selflessness. Our children need us
By the way, a dash of parental as collaborators—to teach, discianxiety is probably a good thing. It pline and interact with them in
will keep you on your toes and alert ways that foster positive characteryou to problems that need to be istics. They can’t get there on their
solved. It is anxiety overflow that own. u
causes you to lose perspective and
—Adapted from the author’s book
respond in ways that are counter- “Raising Human Beings” (Scribner).
productive.
See We Recommend.
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Interchange

Planning ahead for at-home care for Mom

Q

My mother is in her 80s and is
determined to stay in her own
home for as long as possible. But I
look around and see an old house
that lacks modern safety features.
With all the uncertainty about
social programs and other forms of
federal aid, we are trying to figure
out what we can do now to plan
for the next decade. Your ideas?
—J. C., Kalamazoo, MI

A

This is a big issue that will get
even bigger. The number of
Americans 65 and older will reach
73 million in 2030, according to
the Census Bureau. Most older
people need long-term care at some
point, and a recent survey found

that 80 percent of seniors say they cost of moving a laundry room up
want to age in place. Here’s what from the basement is from $4,000
we’ve learned:
to $7,000. Widening doorways
n Most families end up stitching costs up to $1,500.
together a patchwork system of n Also, there’s good information
care using hands-on help, private online. Visit the state or county
aides and local resources. But with department on aging where your
smaller families and fewer children parent lives at www.eldercare.gov
to bear the responsibility, this ap- and www.payingforseniorcare.com.
The website techenhanced life.com
proach is problematic.
n The cost of hiring help is daunt- evaluates and reviews apps and
other products for older adults.
ing for most families, and it’s not
something Medicare pays for. In n Support groups can help, too.
2017, the national median for You could learn about cognitive
44 hours weekly of nonmedical issues to expect, exercise classes
home-care was $47,934 a year.
for Parkinson’s patients, and posn Making a home “elder friendly” sible tax breaks for home care,
can be expensive. For example, the among other matters. u

research review

Study finds bullying can be costly to schools

W

e tend to think about bullying in personal
terms: the harm it does to young people especially. It could also have a big economic
impact on school budgets in states that base
funding on per-pupil daily attendance, according to
researchers at the University of Texas at Austin.
The study, led by Human Development and
Family Sciences Professor Stephen Russell, PhD,
looked at California’s public K-12 institutions and
found that absenteeism related
to bullying may result in the
state’s schools losing more than
$250 million annually.
Because of the per-pupil
funding metric, Dr. Russell and
his colleagues were able to calculate the economic cost of students avoiding school because
bullying made them feel unsafe.
“People might say it’s California, so the number is large,”
says Dr. Russell. “But I don’t
know of any school system that
can take a big hit to its budget,
especially when the problem can be addressed.”
The study found that 45 percent of students who
missed school days did so because they felt unsafe due
to biased behavior based on race, gender, disability,
religion or sexual orientation. That fact alone should
be enough to spur schools and districts to action, says
Dr. Russell.
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He suggests that the combination of factors—the
economic costs of bullying along with the psychological, physiological and academic ramifications can
be an effective way to garner high-level attention and
encourage positive change.
“We know that bullying causes students to miss
class time, which affects budgets,” adds Pete Price,
Director of Social and Emotional Learning for the
Austin, Texas school district and a former principal. “But what about parents who are forced to
miss work to stay home
with a child or hire some
form of day care? The cost
of counseling? This is a
very powerful tool when
it comes to state legislatures.”
Dr. Russell has noticed
that many anti-bullying
programs fail to address
the focus of bullying: specific biases related to race,
religion, sexual orientation and so forth. “They treat bullying as one general problem that can be solved through ‘don’t be
naughty’ lessons,” he says.
Ideally, bullying programs that address bias are
implemented along with curricular and school climate initiatives that carry the same message. (See also
the Parenting page article.) u
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What can one
person do about
climate change?

I

t’s such a huge problem,
many of us doubt our ability
to do anything about it. But
a study in the Journal of
Experimental Psychology:
Applied suggests that feeling
“helpless” discourages us
from thinking about climate
change-related behavior as
“good” or “wrong.” And this,
in turn, works against efforts
to counter the threat.
In the recent study, one
group of participants was
given information about the
positive impact of eco-friendly deeds while another group
was told that green behavior
didn’t make a difference. The
latter group was found to
be less likely to think about
conservation in moral terms
and more likely to increase
their energy use.
Simply communicating
the dangers posed is not
enough to motivate us,
says University of Warwick
psychologist Jesse Preston.
“We have to make people
feel they can do something
about it.” u
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ELDER ISSUES

Do’s and don’ts for arthritis sufferers

A

rthritis makes it harder for
many older people to conduct their daily activities.
And what may seem like a
natural response to stiffness and
pain—moving around less—is, in
fact, counter-productive.
If you have an older relative
who suffers from arthritis, here are
some ideas to pass along.

stiffness and
increase flexibility.
A
gentle form
of yoga or tai
chi can improve balance
and flexibility,
and it can also
build muscle
strength.

Daily exercise is important
Regular exercise strengthens the
muscles around joints, relieves
stress on joints and increases range
of motion. Weight-bearing exercise such as walking improves
bone density and also is good for
cardiovascular health.
The lack of physical activity,
on the other hand, nearly doubles
the odds for functioning decline
among older people with arthritis,
according to the Arthritis Foundation. That’s why it’s important to
stay active, even if it means learning to do some things differently.
“The longer you are inactive,
the stiffer you’ll be when you start
to move around,” says Cleveland
Clinic rheumatologist Chad Deal,
MD. “You need to exercise, but it
has to be the right exercise, done
with common sense.” For example:

n Keep moving. Try not to

sit or stand for
long periods
of time. If you
must sit, adjust your positions often.
It helps to do a few warm-up hand exercises.
Stretch your
arms
and
legs.
Move
your head
exercises. A high-intensity exercise
around.
Other
ways
to
increase
such as brisk walking will get the
movement:
use
stairs
instead
of an
heart pumping, which is good for
elevator,
park
a
bit
farther
from
circulation. But for someone with
your
destination,
and
limit
your
arthritis in the hips, knees, ankles
television-viewing
time.
or feet, a high-impact exercise like
jogging can cause pain, swelling
and inflammation. A good alternative might be walking in a pool
or on an elliptical trainer.
n Include some stretching. Try

range-of-motion exercises such as
raising one’s arms over the head
n Know the difference between or rolling shoulders forward and
high-intensity and high-impact backward. This can help relieve

encouraged a sedentary life style, it
will help to lose those extra pounds.
Every extra pound puts four times
more stress on the knees, so losing
as little as 10 or 12 pounds can be
a significant improvement.
n Protect your knees. Anyone

who suffers from arthritis in the
knees knows how painful bending
can be. Try grasping a countertop
for support, and use the muscles
in your arms and buttocks to raise
and lower yourself.
Sit on a chair while reaching
for something on the floor. Invest
in good shoes. Special insoles or
orthotics can be helpful to people
with foot or ankle arthritis.
n Practice green-thumb therapy.

Gardening strengthens the hands,
arms and knees and increases joint
flexibility. To make gripping easier, wrap the handles of tools–or
use tools with extended handles. If
you feel stiffness in the morning,
garden in the afternoon.
But first, take a short walk
or stretch to warm up joints and
muscles. Gardening-related tasks
such as raking, sweeping and pulling weeds are good for joints. u

as possible. Dancing, gardening,
housework, mowing the lawn and
washing a car can provide a good
workout. Reach and stretch while
doing chores. Sit in a rocking chair
and rock to improve knee flexibility. Get up and walk around dur- —Adapted from Arthritis Advisor
ing TV commercial breaks.
newsletters

How to make an arthritis-friendly car

Check on arthritis diet claims

ith a few helpful devices, cars can be
made more comfortable for drivers with
arthritis. Cleveland Clinic physiatrist Frederick
Frost, MD offers these suggestions.

I

W

To make gripping more comfortable, try a
padded steering wheel. To lessen the need to
twist around for a better view, try a panoramic
rear-view mirror and add a blind-spot mirror to
a sideview mirror.
Enlarge the end of a key with a slip-on plastic
cover. An overhead strap to grasp makes
getting into and out of a car easier.
Set a seat-tilt adjuster so the driver’s knees
are slightly higher than his or her buttocks.

4

n Choose active pursuits as much

n Lose weight. If overweight has

Seat-cushioning, set properly, can reduce
pressure on the tailbone and provide support
to the lumbar spine.
Adjust the headrest to head height and add
some padding.
A small foam cylinder attached with Velcro
will bring the driver’s headrest closer to the
head so a sudden jolt will not injure the spine.
Adapting a car in these ways should make
for better driving. And with less pain, the
older driver will be able to devote more
concentration to the road and respond more
quickly and effectively to changing road
conditions. u

f you have read about “arthritis diets” and are
wondering which of the study claims are valid
and which ones are not, here’s what researchers
tell us to look out for:
Any stoRY claiming to be “scientifically valid” that is
based largely on case histories and testimonials.
Anecdotes may be interesting but are not science.
RESULTS from a single study. It may sound promising
but preliminary findings need to be backed up by
at least a second study involving more people.
AnY STUDY that has no control group. Valid studies
have randomly assigned control and experimental
groups, the only difference between them being
the difference in diet or another single variable. u
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parenting

10 ways to fight hate and promote tolerance

I

t’s not easy talking to our kids
about hate groups and unlawful
acts motivated by bias. But it’s
something we need to do.
The good news is that all over
the U.S., people are finding ways
to talk about and encourage tolerance and inclusion. So, whether
you need a crash course to explain
an incident in the news to your
child or a long-range plan for your
community, here’s a 10-step guide
from the Southern Poverty Law
Center, a nonprofit organization
that monitors hate groups and
keeps a database of bias-motivated
incidents across the country.

merly all-white neighborhood,
a local woman left a rose and a
card, telling her new neighbors,
“You are not alone.” If you are a
victim, report it. Tell your story
and research your legal rights.
4 Do your homework. Hateful

acts often produce one of two
reactions: apathy (“It was an isolated act by kooks”) or fear (“The
world is out of control”). Before
you react to a bias-based incident,
it’s important to have accurate
information about the person or
group responsible.

For example, when the Ku
Klux Klan rallied in Indianapolis,
Indiana, local museums and other
attractions opened their doors and
offered free admission, and community leaders organized a youth
rally in a ballroom.
After attacks on Somali immigrants in Lewiston, Maine, an
umbrella group calling itself the
Many and One Coalition organized teach-ins and a diversity
rally. Ziad Hamzeh, who directed
an award-winning documentary
film about Lewiston, says, “I went
there thinking ‘What do these

1 Act. Sitting at home with our

virtue intact does no one any
good. Apathy is often interpreted
as acceptance. Because hate tends
to escalate, we need to take it seriously and counter hateful acts
with acts of goodness.
Speak up. Pick up the phone.
Sign a petition. Call friends and
colleagues. Host a neighborhood or
community meeting. Quickly repair acts of hate-fueled vandalism.

3 Support the victims. People

who have been hurt—simply for
being who they are—often feel
alone. Small acts of kindness such
as a phone call or letter can help
more than you might imagine.
In Montgomery, Alabama,
after hate mail and nails were
thrown at black families in a for-

ships with community leaders,
ideally before an incident arises.
Educate them about the causes
and effects of bigotry. If a hate
crime occurs, report it to the police. Ask elected officials to name
the problem, not minimize it.
Lobby for action. In the wake of a
hateful incident, support a public,
healing event such as a vigil.
8 Look long-range. While per-

sonal changes of heart are important, community-wide changes are
instrumental. In Lubbock, Texas,
for example, the Cornbread Club
brings together people of different
ethnicities and income levels for
monthly dinners at which there is
just one rule: Sit next to someone
you don’t know.
As Chris Boucher, a community leader in Yukon, Pennsylvania
suggests, “A united coalition is like
Teflon. Hate can’t stick there.”
9 Teach tolerance. Bias is learned

2 Unite. Reach out to the circle

around you—your family, friends,
neighbors. Call on groups that
are likely to be helpful: the “Y,”
schools, houses of worship, your
elected officials, and members of
minority and targeted groups.
The Project Lemonade model
started in Springfield, Illinois and
has been widely used across the
country. For example, Wisconsin
residents responded to an anti-gay
rally in Madison by raising $6,000
for the Gay, Lesbian and Straight
Education Network

7 Lobby leaders. Form relation-

Jason and Carlton have been friends since nursery school.

For example, you may find a
flier with hateful content on your
doorstep or car—a common practice among hate groups. For the
most part, this is not against the
law. But don’t ignore it. Show it
to local officials—and learn the
various slogans and symbols so
you can recognize further activity. Talk to your children about it,
too. Use the incident to reinforce
your own values.
5 Create an alternative. Hate

groups in the U.S. have a constitutional right to rally and protest,
and their members are free to
speak their mind. Focus your efforts on channeling people away
from divisive events. Meet acts of
hatred with acts of love and unity.
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people have to teach me?’ They
taught me to be a better American, a better human being.”
6 Speak up. Goodness has a first

amendment right, too. Promote
tolerance and acceptance through
church bulletins, websites, fliers,
local cable TV bulletin boards and
Letters to the Editor.
The media like news hooks and
catchy phrases such as “Hate Free
Zones.” Propose human interest
stories. Educate reporters, editors
and publishers. But don’t engage
in public debates with hate-group
members. It gives them legitimacy. They misinterpret history and
the Bible—and they can be very
adept at using code words to cover
up their bigotry.

early, usually at home. Reach out
to kids who may be taken in or
harmed by hateful messaging.
Many schools offer lessons of inclusion. In Michigan, for example,
the Farm Bureau supports a youth
theater program that brings together newly integrated black and
white students from the towns
of Albion and Marshall. Affinity
groups that young people join—
around sports, music and school
clubs—can play a key role, too.
10 Dig deeper. Working through

the biases we grew up with can
be a little scary. Tolerance fundamentally is a personal decision
that takes some self-examination
and building of our own cultural
competencies. Luckily, we all have
the power to overcome ignorance
and fear, and to be role models for
our kids. Along the way, it helps to
take the time to listen to and learn
from other people’s experiences—
including and perhaps especially—
those with whom we disagree. u
5

on the job

What we can learn from Leonardo da Vinci
By Anne Perryman

D

id you know that Leonardo
da Vinci, the preeminent
artist and original Renaissance man, was a notorious
procrastinator? That he lost commissions over missed deadlines
and abandoned ambitious projects
that did not meet his standards of
perfection?
Da Vinci’s most famous work
of art, the Mona Lisa, was hanging
in his bedroom when he died in
the year 1519. He had been working on it for 16 years.
What made Leonardo unique
was the universal nature of his
creativity. He was self-taught and
tried just about everything—from
geometry to architecture, from
human anatomy to waterfalls to
theater set designs.
Lessons for mere mortals

work to paint The Last Supper,
but his knowledge helped him
leap across disciplines and make
new connections. He saw art as a
science, science as an art.

the pure joy of geeking out. Among
Leonardo’s unpublished notebooks
was a single entry that listed 67
words to describe types of moving
water.

n Retain a sense of wonder.

n Respect facts.

We may savor the beauty of a
blue sky, but we have stopped
wondering why the sky is blue.
At some points in life, we quit
puzzling. The lesson from Leonardo is to never outgrow our
wonder years.

Leonardo was a
forerunner of the age of rational
thinking. He tested every new theory, and when experiments showed
it was flawed, he sought a new
one. This approach became standard scientific practice 100 years
later during Galileo’s time. But,
even now, if we
want to be more
like Leonardo,
we have to be
fearless when it
comes to changing our minds
based on new information.
n Get distracted.

The great rap on
In the conclusion to his new book,
Leonardo was his
Leonardo da Vinci, author Walter
tendency to go
Isaacson suggests there’s a lot we
off on tangents.
mere mortals can learn from this
But that was
creative genius.
how he learned.
“Because Leonardo was also
And sometimes
very human,” Isaacson writes, “his
the willingness
life offers a wealth of lessons for
to pursue a shiny
us all.”
object can work
Some of those lessons are
for us, too.
counter-intuitive and may defy
n Procrastinate.
conventional wisdom—especially
at the workplace. But they are all Da Vinci’s notes on paper—500 plus years later. Most of us don’t
need this advice
worth thinking about.
n Observe. The power of obbecause we can do it naturally.
n Be curious. We love seeing
servation is not a magical gift. It
But many efforts need time to gel.
the curiosity in young kids, and is the product of our own effort. New ideas need time to marinate.
much of what we have learned as Which means that all of us can Procrastinating as Leonardo did
adults comes from our own, often do it. Leonardo’s lesson was to requires some work. The lesson for
random, curiosity. But we tend look—then wonder why.
us is to make it a time of gathering
to become less curious as we get n Think small. When you are the information and ideas we need
older. The lesson from Leonardo learning something new, start to go forward.
is to stay curious about everything with a single step. Focus on the
around us. It will make us better small details. Leonardo argued: n Let the perfect be the enemy of
the good. Of course, in our work
problem-solvers.
Don’t go on to the second step
lives, we must deliver projects on
until you have the first well fixed
n Seek knowledge for its own
time, even with some flaws. But
sake. Not all knowledge needs to in your mind.
it can also be nice to not let go of
be useful. Some can be pursued n Go down rabbit holes. We’re something we are working on until
for pure pleasure. Leonardo didn’t told just the opposite. But some- it is perfect. Leonardo never liked
need to know how heart valves times it’s good to drill down for to finish a work of art, because then
6

it was frozen. He always wanted
to be able to add a new stroke.
n Avoid silos.

Leonardo was an
inveterate learner. He read just
about everything he could read—
remember, during his lifetime
the printing press was invented.
Books were a new thing, and his
free-range mind wandered across
disciplines. The lesson here: move
out of your comfort zone.
n Let your reach exceed your

grasp. Granted, there are some

problems we will never solve. But
we still need to try and ask why.
Leonardo tried and failed to build
a flying machine. He tried and
failed to reroute a river. The tanks
he designed never rolled. But he
blurred the lines between reality
and fantasy. The lesson: let your
imagination soar. It’s been said
that a genius can hit targets that
no one else can see. But with hard
work and some talent, we may hit
some targets no one else can hit.
n Collaborate.

Like many myths,
that of the “lone genius” has some
truth to it. But there’s more to the
story. Many of Leonardo’s works
were created collaboratively. He
shared ideas and sketches with
friends. His best anatomy studies were in partnership with other
artists. His most fun projects were
pageants and theater productions
he worked on with his friends.
The lesson is that genius may
start with vision, but it finishes
with execution—and the actual
doing is very often a team sport.
n Take notes on paper.

Leonardo’s notebooks are still around
to astonish and inspire 500 years
later because they were written on
paper. Yes, we love our digital devices, and they serve an essential
purpose in our lives. But maybe
not for everything. Think about
something people might like to
see or read 50 years from now,
and put it on paper. u
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Is hotter water
really better for
hand washing?

I

t seems there’s no good
evidence to support the
conventional wisdom that
hotter is better. In fact, a
recent study in the Journal
of Food Protection found
that water temperature
has no significant effect
on reducing microbes
under normal washing
conditions.
This new study confirms
previous research that
cooler water works just
as well.
Hot water does have
the advantage of cutting
through the oil on your
hands faster, so they may
feel cleaner. But if the
water is too hot, it can
damage your skin, which
makes it more susceptible
to bacteria that are harder
to remove. Hotter water
also uses more energy. So
not only is cooler water as
effective, it is also more
energy-efficient.
The study also tested the
optional amount of soap
to use. It found that one
pump of foam soap was
just as effective as four
pumps. And lather time of
10–20 seconds of rubbing
soapy hands together
followed by a 10-second
rinse, was better than five
seconds of scrubbing,
following by rinsing.
Lathering beyond that
time offered no additional
benefit, possibly because
microbes that are not
already washed off by
then are so embedded in
the skin they will not be
removed—no matter how
long you wash your hands.
The study further confirms
that antibacterial soap is
not significantly better at
removing bacteria than
plain soap. u
—Adapted from the UC
Berkeley Wellness Letter

A HEALTHY YOU

Catching the healthy benefits of fish

T

he evidence is conclusive and
clear. People who eat fish live
longer and enjoy lower risks
of heart disease—and may
even boost their brain health.
Fish is the best source of hearthealthy omega-3 fats as well as
vitamins and minerals that work
with the omega-3s. Plus, if you’re
eating more fish, chances are
you’re eating less red meat.
How fish reduces the risk of
coronary problems is not entirely clear. Research in the Annals
of Internal Medicine suggests
that the omega-3s in fish oil
help prevent arrhythmias and
blood clots, reduce inflammation, make arteries more flexible and reduce blood pressure,
among other benefits.

Freshwater coho salmon, farmed
in U.S. tank systems.

Whole fish should have firm,
shiny flesh and bright red gills.

Two choices listed as “Good” are:
Albacore tuna from the U.S. or
British Columbia and sable fish/
black cod from Alaska and the
Canadian Pacific

What about frozen fish?

Tilapia, a farmed fish, is rated a
“Best Choice” when it is raised in

Atlantic mackerel, net caught
from Canadian and U.S. waters.
Pacific sardines, wild caught.
Salmon, wild caught from Alaska,
both fresh and canned,

Look

for flash-frozen fish that
is labeled FAS for Frozen
at Sea on ships that operate like floating processing
plants.

When you buy frozen fish,
look deep down in the
freezer case for rock-hard
fish—with package dates
no more than three months
old.

A best way to eat fish?
The Monterrey Bay Aquarium
Seafood Watch program ranks
fish choices for sustainability and
safety from contaminants. Here
are the “Super Green” choices:

Sea-frozen fish, properly handled, is almost indistinguishable
from fresh fish kept in ice for a
few days.

recirculating systems, ponds or artificial channels called raceways.
Shopping tips
Here are some fish-buying suggestions from the Center for Science
in the Public Interest.
Buy fish that is refrigerated or
displayed on fresh ice. It should
smell fresh and mild. The eyes
should be clear.

To thaw, set unopened
fish in the refrigerator for a
day. In a pinch, thaw fish
in a bowl of cold water, changing
the water several times.
Don't turn up your nose at
canned fish. Choose fish canned
in water rather than oil.
Most canned salmon, such as
Alaska pink or sockeye, is wild
caught. If it’s labeled Atlantic
salmon, it is farmed. u

Cookbook recipes fall short on food ‘doneness’

R

esearchers from North Carolina State University
and the USDA recently reported in the British
Food Journal their evaluation of 1,497 recipes from
29 cookbooks on The New York Times bestseller
list. All of the recipes in the study
contained at least one raw animal
ingredient (eggs, meat, poultry
or seafood) that was meant to
be cooked and whose endpoint
temperature could be measured
with a food thermometer.

Cooking time alone does not ensure safety because
of differences in cooking equipment and ingredients as
well. Also, directions such as “cook until totally done”
were vague. And fewer than 5 percent of the recipes
addressed the risk of spreading bacteria.
And some instructions such as “wash raw
poultry” actually increase the risk of cross
contamination.
The bottom line, the study authors suggest,
is that risky advice in cookbooks can put
cooks and those they serve at a higher risk
of food-borne illness.

The study found that only 123 or
8 percent of the recipes included
They suggest: Pay less attention to a
an endpoint temperature and, of
recipe’s “doneness” recommendations.
those, 34 gave a wrong temperature in terms of safety. Double check information about cooking temperatures
Most recipes gave subjective unscientific “doneness”
and how to avoid cross contamination at sources such
recommendations which are typically unreliable safety as foodsafety.gov/keep/charts/mintemp.html. u
indicators.
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We recommend

Raising kids to be confident, self-aware and humane

R

oss Greene, PhD, author
of the terrific book, Raising Human Beings, newly
released in paperback, asks:
“Why do the problems that affect children’s lives so often cause
conflict between us and them?”
His answer is that parents tend
to be too controlling, too punitive—and we do things unilaterally, without talking to our kids.
He shows us how to do things differently (see front page feature).
Dr. Greene taught at Harvard
Medical School and is the founding director of a nonprofit group
LivesintheBalance.org. He recommends a collaborative, nonadver-

sarial approach that helps parents
reduce conflict, enhances parentchild communication and forges a
partnership with kids.
With lots of real-life scenarios,
questions and answers, and step-bystep instructions,
he deals with the
balance
parents
are seeking between preparing
their kids for the
“real world” while
allowing them to
explore who they
are and forge their
own paths.

In the face of many pressures
and distractions, Dr. Greene
suggests that it’s easy to lose
sight of the most important goal
of parenting: raising a human
being. To do this
he provides specific
tools parents need to
raise children who
are confident, selfaware, empathetic
and humane.
The author deals
with subjects as farranging as parental anxiety—how
it can cloud your
judgment and cause

you to hold on too tight or push
too hard. He talks about the role
of empathy in identifying kids’
concerns and provides advice on
ways of gathering information
from your child so that her or his
voice will be heard and your voice
will be heard as well.
Raising Human Beings is an
upbeat, enormously helpful book.
And, as the author says, “Solving
problems collaboratively may be
hard, but you can do it.”
Raising Human Beings: Creating a Collaborative Partnership
with Your Child (Scribner) is
available in hard cover, soft cover,
Kindle and Audiobook. u
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